Press Statement

tado° now live with the Google Assistant
Munich, 16 August 2017: As an official
launch partner, tado° is delighted to
announce that its integration with the
Google Assistant is now live. The
European market leader in intelligent
home climate control brings the Assistant
on Google Home to its product portfolio
opening up tens of millions of homes to a
new way of controlling their heating and
air conditioning.
The partnership opens up a new realm of possibilities. tado° users will be able to
integrate their Smart Thermostats and Smart AC Controls into the Google Assistant,
as well as intuitively using hands-free voice control to regulate the temperature at home
for more comfort, convenience and savings. The Assistant on Google Home allows
users to set, increase or decrease their home temperature with tado°; for example: “Ok
Google, set living room to 22 degrees", or "Ok Google, increase bedroom temperature
by three degrees."
tado° is one of the first companies to bring the Google Assistant to its smart radiator
thermostats for complete multi-room heating control of homes, as well as offering a
seamless integration with its Smart Thermostat and Smart AC Control.
“We are thrilled to join the Google Assistant platform,” announced tado° CEO, Toon
Bouten. “Assimilating Google’s technology to our portfolio helps us pioneer the
development of voice control for a more comfortable and convenient home
experience.”
tado°’s relationship with Google follows its recent integrations with Apple HomeKit and
Amazon Echo, giving the company’s users many possibilities to use voice control with
Siri, Alexa and now the Google Assistant. tado° is the independent vertical leader of
intelligent home climate control, which allows it to partner with all of the major platforms
for the best user experience.
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About tado°
Headquartered in Munich, tado°, the European market leader in intelligent home
climate control solutions, was founded in 2011. tado° revolutionises the way energy is
consumed at home. Through the use of a geo-aware app, tado° automatically adjusts
thetemperature based on the residents’ locations, enabling households to significantly
save on energy costs while reaching a higher level of comfort. tado° has 150
employees, over €50m in venture funding and is active across Europe and the USA.
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